Certificates search does not show certificates
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Status: Bug resolved
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Yannick Warnier
Category: Gradebook / Evaluaciones
Target version: 1.10.0
Complexity: Normal

Start date: 07/10/2015
Due date: 
% Done: 100%
Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Spent time: 2.04 hours
SCRUM pts - complexity:

Description

In the certificates search screen, the students appear but once you click them, the certificates do not appear. A message says that no certificate is available for this user.

Can be tested on unstable.chamilo.org searching for Bilbo Baggings who has a certificate in course AAA.

Associated revisions

Revision 7b0aa16d - 12/10/2015 22:27 - Angel Fernando Quiroz Campos
Fix message on My Certificates and Search Certificates page - refs #7879

Revision ca149ba8 - 12/10/2015 22:41 - Angel Fernando Quiroz Campos
Set course's allow_public_certificates depending of allow_public_certificates global - refs #7879

History

#1 - 12/10/2015 22:53 - Angel Quiroz
- Status changed from Assigned to Needs testing
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

In course settings, the certificates should be public as well. However, I changed the default value of course's allow_public_certificates setting when a course is created to it note the global allow_public_certificates setting

7b0aa16
cf1a49ba

#2 - 12/10/2015 22:54 - Angel Quiroz
- Assignee deleted (Angel Quiroz)

#3 - 13/10/2015 06:26 - Yannick Warnier
- Status changed from Needs testing to Bug resolved
- Assignee set to Yannick Warnier

Fix tested and approved. Didn't test the default setting for courses, though.